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Abstract: Improving energy efficiency in buildings and promoting renewables are key objectives of European energy policies. Several technological measures are being developed to enhance the energy performance of buildings. Among these, geothermal systems present a huge potential to reduce energy consumption for mechanical ventilation and cooling, but their behavior depending on varying parameters, boundary and climatic conditions is not fully established. In this paper a horizontal air-ground heat exchanger (HAGHE) system is studied by the development of a computational fluid dynamics (CFD) model. Summer and winter conditions representative of the Mediterranean climate are analyzed to evaluate operation and thermal performance differences. A particular focus is given to humidity variations as this parameter has a major impact on indoor air quality and comfort. Results show the benefits that HAGHE systems can provide in reducing energy consumption in all seasons, in summer when free-cooling can be implemented avoiding post air treatment using heat pumps.
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1. Introduction

A horizontal air-ground heat exchanger is a technical system whose principal component is an underground pipe located close to a building and connected to it. This system is able to pre-cool (in summer) or pre-heat (in winter) the air passing through it before entering a building. The air that leaves the pipe is used for ventilation and also for handling building thermal loads partially or totally.

The physical phenomenon that this system uses is based on specific geothermal properties: ground temperature is commonly higher than outdoor temperature in winter while the opposite occurs in summer. This difference in temperature makes the ground suitable for pre-heating or pre-cooling air. Normally, ground temperature remains almost constant throughout the year; its temperature profile as a function of depth depends on several factors, principally soil physical properties and climatic conditions [1].

This work concerns a thermo-fluid dynamic analysis of the operation and performance of a geothermal horizontal air-ground heat exchanger (HAGHE) under transient operating conditions. The research uses experimental and computational fluid dynamics modeling implemented in the
FLUENT software (version 16.2, ANSYS Inc.: Canonsburg, PA, USA). A predominantly hot and humid climate of southern Italy, specifically the town of Otranto (Lecce), has been considered.

Other studies have been aimed at analyzing the performance of geothermal systems in different Italian climates [2] where the best convenience results for the HAGHE have been found only for cold climates. In winter re-heating the HAGHE air downstream is however necessary before supplying air in a building, while in summer indoor comfort conditions are sometimes achievable also without an active re-cooling [3]. Indeed, the goal of this work is to demonstrate that, at least in the summer season, it is possible to implement free-cooling avoiding the post-treatment with heat pumps. Nevertheless, few research investigations [4,5] have been carried out to evaluate the HAGHE energy performances as a function of the main boundary conditions, above all for Italian climates.

The implementation of ground source heat pump systems may result in primary energy consumption reduction of up to 60% compared to conventional heating and cooling systems [6–11]. This potential, considering the necessity of reducing energy consumption in buildings [12], minimizing greenhouse footprints [13] and promoting renewable energy sources [14], resulted in a significant increase of HAGHE installations in many countries in recent years [15]. An example of this trend is Greece, where the installed capacity of HAGHE systems increased more than 100% annually during the last 5 years [16]. HAGHE systems can be divided into two categories, depending on operation type, autonomous or in combination with a conventional heating or cooling system, referred to as hybrid systems [17–19].

In this work, the system is independent and it uses a 5 m long single pipe, a key parameter for the simulation; this type of heat exchanger is indicated for residential buildings as it allows treating a small amount of air. Such applications take advantage of the excavation made for the construction of the building, at least in part, exploiting an expansion of the excavation in order to contain costs. The pipe section chosen is circular, which is typically recommended for underground ducts as it reduces load losses and better withstands the pressure of the overlying ground. For the pipe material, polyethylene (PEX) and polypropylene (PP) have been chosen for their lower environmental impact and thermal conductivity compared to polyvinyl chloride (PVC) and metals. Particular types of materials [20–22], with suitable additives, are currently under study for the inlet air and condensation chambers; these zones must have a surface treatment to prevent the formation of mold caused by physical and organic agents. Many studies have been conducted [3,4,23–57] using a transient and implicit model based on numerical heat transfer and CFDs. These models evaluate the effects of the operating parameters (the pipe length, radius, depth, geometry and air flow rate) on thermal performance and cooling capacity of ground-air-pipe systems. It is concluded that CFD is an effective tool for predicting the behavior and performance of a wide variety of heat exchangers.

In this work a single linear pipe has been chosen, as it is a good compromise between cost and function, although different geometries have also been analysed [58]. Compared to recent studies [59], the main focus of this work is the monitoring of the humidity level to demonstrate that, at least in the summer season, it is possible to implement the free cooling avoiding the need for post-treatment with a heat pump.

During winter, a geothermal heat exchanger significantly increases the external air temperature reducing the costs for energy (Figure 1a). In summer, the external air is cooled to avoid very hot air entering the building; this is not an active cooling of the rooms (Figure 1b).

The flow rate and the cooling power of the heat exchanger heat may not be sufficient. In summer, combining the geothermal exchanger with an air post-treatment by roof-top provides a comfortable and pleasant building microclimate.
2. Model and Methods

2.1. Description of Computational Fluid Dynamic Model

Numerical simulation has been used as a calibrated tool from experimental methods for the development of studies in heat transfer and fluid mechanics, with subsequent applications in engineering design and industry. It is well known that the CFD solution includes detailed information of the flow variables at each grid. They provide numerical solutions of partial differential equations governing fluid flow and heat transfer in a discretized form. In this study, to examine the airflow and heat transfer processes in an HAGHE system, FLUENT software has been used [60]. FLUENT software is a computer program that allows the modelling of fluid flow and heat transfer in complex computational domains, following the principles of conservation and ensuring the integrity of magnitudes during processes.

In the present study, it has been assumed that air is an ideal gas and the ground is homogeneous with constant physical properties. It has been assumed that the physical properties of the pipes and ground materials do not change with temperature. Engineering materials are isotropic and homogeneous. The fundamental equations of fluid flow and heat transfer have been implemented in the analysis. The mesh, geometric modeling, physical and thermal parameters are the same as in previous research work [59]. In the present analysis, CFD simulations have been performed using a structured grid. Since there is a higher temperature gradient close to the pipe wall, the grid is designed to be denser in that area, while it is coarser farther away from it.

The main objective of the CFD analysis is to study the transient behavior of a simple HAGHE system operating in summer and winter and to evaluate its thermal performance under dynamic conditions including the presence of humidity.

2.2. Ground Tube Model Description

The model which is used to predict the ground heat transfer from a buried pipe has been developed under base assumptions, in order to ensure that the model is valid for a realistic system and not for an oversimplified one. The first assumption is that fluid flow within the pipe is hydrodynamically established. This assumption allows a single correlation to be used for any given fluid and flow regime. The next assumption is that the ground temperature around the pipe (2 m long) operating principle of the air-heat exchanger in winter; and (b) operating principle of the air-heat exchanger in summer.

\[
T(Z_{\text{depth}}, t_{\text{year}}) = T_{\text{mean}} - T_{\text{amp}} \times \exp \left\{ -Z_{\text{depth}} \left( \frac{\pi}{365 \times t_{\text{year}}} \right)^{1/2} \right\} \times \cos \left\{ \frac{2\pi}{365} \left[ t_{\text{year}} - t_{\text{shift}} - \frac{Z_{\text{depth}}}{2} \left( \frac{365}{\pi \times t_{\text{year}}} \right)^{1/2} \right] \right\}
\]

(1)

The variables used in Equation (1) are defined in Table 1.
Table 1. Constants used in Equation (1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{mean}}$</td>
<td>Annual average surface temperature (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{amp}}$</td>
<td>Annual surface temperature amplitude (K)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$Z_{\text{depth}}$</td>
<td>Pipe burial depth (m)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\alpha_{\text{soil}}$</td>
<td>Ground thermal diffusivity ($m^2$/day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$t_{\text{year}}$</td>
<td>Simulation run time (day)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$T_{\text{shift}}$</td>
<td>Day of minimum surface temperature (8 February) (day)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mathematical model, calibrated by using experimental data [62], follows the same assumptions: the HAGHE has a uniform cross-section area, the ground properties are isotropic, a perfect contact exists between the tube and the ground, thermal resistance due to tube thickness is negligible, air is incompressible and its thermal properties are constant, and the air is well mixed in the tube without temperature stratification.

2.3. Numerical Set-up

This study concerns a linear ground heat exchanger consisting of a cross-linked polyethylene pipe buried at three different depths (3 m, 4 m, 5 m). These three possible depths have been considered sufficient to show how performance changes with depth. The pipe has a diameter of 0.2 m. The heat exchangers have been simulated under three different ground types ($\lambda = 1$ W/(mK), $\lambda = 2$ W/(mK), $\lambda = 3$ W/(mK)). Weather data related to a climatic station, located in Otranto, have been used [63]. Different combinations of the above described parameters have been set up in the simulations to identify their effect on the system. The obtained results are related to the heat exchange in both summer and winter, the total energy balance with the surrounding ground, the influence of the heat exchanger on the ground temperature in comparison with that undisturbed by the heat exchanger. It is possible that during the shutdown of the system, when the input air flow is close to zero, the air flow may, occasionally, reverse direction; in this case a back flow total temperature has been set in the boundary conditions. In this way, the numerical code can model the back flow, providing the correct values during the system shutdown periods.

Before starting the dynamic simulations, the ground temperature above and below the pipe has to be stabilized setting steady state conditions.

3. Parametric Performance Analysis

3.1. Effect of the Depth

In Figures 2–10, the effect of the pipe burial depth on the HAGHE performance is shown. Considering the system operation during the winter period (the coldest week), the graphs (Figures 2a, 3a and 4a) show that the outlet air temperature of the geothermal pipe follows the trend of the inlet temperature; it is almost slightly increased; therefore, the benefits in terms of pre-heating may be poor. As regards the operation of the system in the summer period (the warmest week) (Figures 2b, 3b and 4b), the outlet air temperature of the geothermal pipe presents a good reduction compared to the indoor temperature, despite the limited length of the pipe. Since these data concern a pipe only 5 m long, a temperature reduction of 2–3 °C is certainly indicative of the high efficiency of the geothermal heat exchanger, during summer. The effect of the burial depth pipe has no influence on outlet air temperature.
The results of the thermal flow in the winter period (Figures 5a, 6a and 7a) show the presence of oscillations at the exchanger, present in almost every switch on of the system. However, there are no reverse flows during operation and the system has the possibility to preheat the air inlet minimally, with a flow rate inlet air of 150 m³/h, for the whole daily operation period (the office hours) with a fan that consumes about 80–100 W under real operating conditions.

In the summer months (Figures 5b, 6b and 7b), the heat flow reaches significant values. During these months, the fluctuations are very limited during the period of the system operational period and the heat exchanger can pre-treat the inlet air in a very efficient way. Clearly, a smaller volumetric input flow rate, and a corresponding lower air speed, gives the possibility of a more efficient thermal exchange with the ground that results in a cooler temperature and better conditioning. The heat load of a 100 m² building with average insulation needs 1.000 kWh/year thermal load which
could be met at 50% with three 20 m long pipes. Considering a burial depth of 5 m with a ground conductivity of 1 W/(mK), both in winter and summer, an improvement of heat flux is obtained.

**Figure 5.** Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different ground conductivity values—Depth = 3 m: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

**Figure 6.** Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different ground conductivity values—Depth = 4 m: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

**Figure 7.** Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different ground conductivity values—Depth = 5 m: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

Relative humidity is a parameter of fundamental importance in the model. Results show that in winter time (Figures 8a, 9a and 10a), during the period of system operation, the output air humidity of the pipe generally follows the value of the input. For this reason, to avoid air entering the indoor environment with a low moisture content, a post-treatment may be necessary to guarantee optimal conditions. Differently, in summer months (Figures 8b, 9b and 10b) the relative humidity is maintained constantly below 60%. The results on relative humidity together with air temperature in summer allow free-cooling by passing the heat pump.
3.2. Effect of the Thermal Conductivity

In Figures 11–19, the effect of the thermal conductivity \( (\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 1, 2, 3 \text{ W/(mK)}) \) on the HAGHE performance has been reported. In relation to the outlet air temperature of the geothermal pipe during winter and summer (Figures 11–13), results show the same trend as the simulations of burial depth. The effect of the ground conductivity has no significant influence on outlet air temperature.
The results of the thermal flow (Figures 14–16) during winter and summer periods, follow the same trend as the simulations of burial depths.

The results of relative humidity (Figures 17–19) also show a similar trend obtained in the simulations of burial depth.

The best relative humidity results have been obtained for the following conditions: burial depth of 3 m and ground conductivity $\lambda_{\text{ground}}$ of 1 W/(mK) (Figure 17); burial depth of 5 m and ground conductivity $\lambda_{\text{ground}}$ of 2 W/(mK), both in winter and summer (Figure 18); burial depth of 3 m and ground conductivity $\lambda_{\text{ground}}$ of 3 W/(mK) (Figure 19).
Figure 14. Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—$\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 1 \text{ W/(mK)}$: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

Figure 15. Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—$\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 2 \text{ W/(mK)}$: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

Figure 16. Heat flux vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—$\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 3 \text{ W/(mK)}$: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

Figure 17. Relative humidity vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—$\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 1 \text{ W/(mK)}$: (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.
Figure 18. Relative humidity vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—\( \lambda_{\text{ground}} = 2 \text{ W/(mK)} \): (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

Figure 19. Relative humidity vs. Time (h)—Performance of HAGHE for different pipe burial depths—\( \lambda_{\text{ground}} = 3 \text{ W/(mK)} \): (a) winter period; and (b) summer period.

4. Assessments of Heat Flux

As can be seen from the graphs (Figure 20), the heat flow value tends to decrease gradually with pipe length, tending asymptotically to zero. It is evident that the length of the considered pipe (5 m) is not sufficient to reach this limit. It may be appropriate to install a greater length to improve the heat exchanger performance.

Figure 20. (a) Total surface heat flux in winter; and (b) total surface heat flux in summer.
The height of the vertical bands also identifies how the pipe is exchanging heat with the ground in correspondence of a given section. The heat exchange tends to diminish gradually for distant sections from the pipe entry point.

As regards the sum of the heat flows that are exchanged in the seasons when the system is switched on and operating, the best performance is obtained (Table 2) in winter and during summer months with a burial depth of 5 m and ground conductivity $\lambda_{\text{ground}}$ of 3 W/(mK).

Table 2. Summation of absolute value heat flux during the plant start-up and on-modes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ground Thermal Conductivity W/(mK)</th>
<th>Heat Flux (m$^3$/h)</th>
<th>Winter (kWh)</th>
<th>Summer (kWh)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>23,036</td>
<td>36,631</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>25,177</td>
<td>38,681</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>25,701</td>
<td>37,412</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>24,760</td>
<td>37,544</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>25,591</td>
<td>39,840</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>26,593</td>
<td>39,720</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>25,854</td>
<td>37,327</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>25,792</td>
<td>40,077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>500</td>
<td>26,737</td>
<td>40,724</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Conclusions

Energy savings can be achieved in buildings through the adoption of different efficiency improving technological measures. The present work is focused on predicting the performance of an air ground heat exchanger, under different operating conditions.

The air geothermal heat exchanger is a system solution, having no emissions and low energy consumption, used in buildings for mechanical ventilation and cooling. These plants can be appropriate measures to be implemented in nearly zero energy buildings (nZEBs) as a regular exchange of clean air is an important requirement, obtaining treated air through filter selection and, also, an energy intake to air conditioning.

During winter, the simulations have shown that the system cannot pre-treat the air inlet in a satisfactory way during the whole operating period. In fact, during some winter days, the simulations periodically showed a reversal thermal flow between air and ground; for this reason a bypass is necessary.

In summer, the simulations related to the pipe operation revealed significant benefits: the average temperature gain shown is between 2 °C and 3 °C with humidity kept below 60%, obtained with a pipe of 5 m and inlet flow rate of 150 m$^3$/h. In this way it is possible to implement free-cooling avoiding the use of post-treatment with heat pumps.

According to the results, the best performance of the geothermal heat exchanger is obtained at a pipe depth of 5 m with a ground conductivity of $\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 3$ W/(mK). These plants are designed for passive houses and nZEBs, where mechanical ventilation is necessary. In future, smart control is expected to improve technical and economic performance. The results about relative humidity below 60% together with the air temperature gain of 2-3 °C in summer time allows to apply free-cooling without using heat pumps in that period, at a burial depth pipe of 5 m with a ground conductivity of $\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 1$ W/(mK).

As seen in the results (Table 2), since there is a gain of only 1–2 KWh for each meter of depth, even with the lowest conductivity, an excavation of 3 m is probably sufficient (that is the typical depth of a building excavation) with a ground conductivity of $\lambda_{\text{ground}} = 1$ W/(mK). These conditions guarantee about 23 kWh in winter and 37 kWh for free-cooling during summer with a 5 m pipe, demonstrating how the HAGHE system is able to reduce energy consumption in all seasons, and in particular in summer.
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